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undefeated, p. 13
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Nearly 10,000
fans packed
the Ervin J.
Nutter Center
Friday for a 2hour
performance
by the artist
formerly known
as Prince.
Dayton was
just one stop
on his Jam of
the Year tour,
which will last
until Dec. 31,
1999.
(See story p.
10.)
photos-by Mark Mowrey
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Gold Key to host mini-golf tourney WSU sophomore
dies while asleep

GKNHS is a community-oriented service organization, and members attend leadership conferences
and also participate in other chariiy events throughout
Wright Slate University's Golden Key National the year.
"It is an honorable thing to be a part of an organiHonor Society is hosting a Miniature Gol f tournament
on Sept. 27 to raise money lor the Ronald McDonald zation in college that recognizes outstanding acaHouse. This is the first time GKNHS has hosted this demic performance and emphasizes community involvement," Murdock said.
tournament, but they plan to make it an annual event
Murdock continued by saying, " We encourage
"I believe the Ronald McDonald house in Dayton
is condemned, therefore wc have a contractual agree any interested WSU student to come and participate in
ment where all the money is going directly to (reno- the tournament."
The tournament will be held at Adventure Golf,
vating) the house," said Ted Murdock, vice president
of GKNHS. The tournament has been created as a 100 4430 North Main Street in Dayton from 11 a.m. to 6
p.m.
percent pure-profit-event.
The awards ceremony will be at 6:30 p.m. PreThe tournament is being sponsored by NCR, General Mills and McDonald's. Kinkos Copies also do- rcgistered price is $8 for adults and 54 for childrens.
nated 120,000 copies which will be passed as infor- The day of registration price is $10 for adults and $6
for children.
mation flyers in area McDonald's restaurants.
Three age divisions will be set up for the tourna"The tournament should have a big turn out; thoument. Winners will receive various awards..
sands of dollars are expected," said Murdock.
By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday, September 24
•Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at 7:30 p.m. in
the Student Organization Offices of the Student
Union.
• Unity Day at noon on the Quad.
• WWSU meeting at 4 p.m. in W025 SU.
•Cheerlcading and Dance Team try-outs from
5:30-7:30 in * 1cLin Gym.

Saturday, September 27
• Diane Schuur, Artist Scries concert performance
at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Multipurpose Room.
Sunday, September 28
• Taste of Beavcrcreek from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. in the
Nutter Center. Free Admission.

Thursday, September 25
• Discussion group hosted by The Bible Investigation Group at noon in W025 SU.

Monday, September 29
•Campus Ministry meeting from 4-5 p.m. at CMC.

CAMPUS CRIME REPORT
L I Q U O R OFFENSES
Sept. 16: A suspect was taken into
custody for Disorderly Conduct by
Intoxication, Open Container and Underage Possession/Consumption and
transported to the Fairborn City Jail.
BURGLARY
Sept. 16: An officer was dispatched
to Springwood Lane on the report of
damage to a coin-operated vending
machine.
THEFT
Sept. 17: A Dayton resident reported a laser printer being removed
from a Fawcett Hall office.
Sept. 17: A psychology professor
reported a computer tower had been
removed from Fawcett Hall.
Sept. 17: A Springwood Lane resi-

dent reported the loss of tennis shoes
from an apartment closet.
Sept. 18: A Yellow Springs resident reported the theft of foreign coins
valued at $100 from Fawcett Hall.
Sept. 18: A Wright State University employee reported the theft of
CD's valued at $42fromOelman Hall.
Sept. 20: A Dayton resident reported a stolen vehicle from Lot 2 of
the Nutter Center.
Sept. 20: A Troy resident reported
the theft of a vehicle from the gravel
road running along Colonel Glenn
Hwy.
Sept. 20: A Dayton resident reported the theft of a vehicle while
parked in Lot 2 of the Nutter Center.
Sept. 20: An Amlin resident reported the theft of a vehicle while
parked in Lot 1.

missed rehearsal. She was respected by the other students,"
Ellis said.
Murray recently returned
Ebony Murray, a 19-year
old sophomore from Wright from attending the Gospel
State University, died in her Music Workshop of America
sleep on Sept. 7 due to a heart in Cincinnati. She was intercondition. Murray was stay- ested in performances on all
ing at t^eRed Roof Inn accross aspects of gospel music.
Her memorial service was
from the university with parents and cousins when she in Columbus on Sept. 10 and
her
funeral was Sept 11. The
died.
Murray was a member of WSU Chorale sang "Thank
the WSU gospel choir. Bar- You" and 'Total Praise" at her
bara Ellis of the music depart- funeral, two of her favorite
ment was her director. Ellis songs.
A scholarship will be estabdescribed Murray as an excellent Christian student who was lished in her honor.
Anyone interested in cona student director and soloist
tributing to the scholarship can
in the choir.
"She was an ideal member contact Brenda Ellis at 775of the choir and she never 2072 in the Music Dept.
By EMILY ACOSTA
Staff Writer

If your organization would like its meetings
and events placed in 'The Guardian's calendar, contact Melanie Glass at 775-5538.

Former WSU coach and
advisor retried, convicted
By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor

There was an error in the detectives testimony," said Cynthia
Gevedon, victim advocate from the
Wyatt Bumgardncr, a former
Greene County Prosecuters OfWright State University acafice. "we violated his fifth
demic advisor and tennis
amendment."
coach, was given a re-trial
The retrial ended Aug. 29
this summer after being
and
resulted
with
imprissoned since Dec. 17,1993
Bumgardener guilty on
Bumgardener was charged
two counts of aggravated
with involuntary manslaughter and
murder with gun specifithe kidnapping of 26 year old Donna
cations and two counts of kidClifton, 26. then a WSU senior, on
napping.
Dec. 10 1993.
Bumgardener will serve 23 to 53 years in
Clifton was shot in the head at the
prison. 10 to 25 years for each count with
Comfort Inn, 616 N. Broad St.
three extra years for having a gun. Both
Bumgardener was granted a retrial on counts will run consecutively.
Aug. 18 of this year after the second district
"He does have a right to an appeal," said
court of appeals reversed their decision.
Gevedri, "anything's possible."

Sister to sister conference celebrates success

By TIFFANY M. BROWN
For The Guardian
The Bolinga Center of Wright State University continued
a five year tradition in sponsoring the "Sister to Sister"
Conference on Sept. 20.
Beginning in 1993, on the third Saturday of September,
Karen Townsend and Lillian Johnson, assistant director and
director of the Bolinga Center respectively have headed the
"Sister to Sister" Conference. This year was marked by the
theme "Celebrating Our Success." Many noted that this year's

conference was truly one of the best.
Women from various professionalfieldsand from around
the country gathered to share and discuss issues that concerned
themselves personally and as a group collectively.
This year's conference was marked by a few changes. The
conference had a toast to celebrate the past years of success for
"Sister to Sister" Johnson and Townsend recognized and
honored past speakers and presenters from the previous years.
The conference set another precedent in record attendance. A
fashion show replaced the normal afternoon speaker.

According to Johnson and Townsend, there was a tremendous amount of encouraging feedback.
"Presenters were thanking us for letting them be a pan of
the conference. Some were so impressed that they think the
world needs to know about 'Sister to Sister," said Townsend.
Johnson noted another positive aspect.
"More than half the people were return people including
vendors who requested to come back," said Johnson. "It was
a good way to begin the year. To get upbeat not only in your
professional life as well as your personal life."
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Construction mania runs over WSU

Due to the amount of construction going
the building improvement fund given to on throughout the campus throughout the
them by the state each year, according to beginning of tall quarter, the PlanningThoroughman.
Enginecring and Construction department
Wright State University's campus is
The improvement fund can only be used has issued a map marked with various
under construction. Several areas on cam- for building and other physical improve- construction, parking changes, recompus are being renovated, causing a shortage ments throughout campus, not to help with mended alternate traffic and pedestrian
of parking spaces throughout campus.
budgets and other financial matters.
routes.
"Every year there is a lot of construction
The Planning-Enginecring and ConstrucAdditional parking can be found in K lot
on campus either being finished or com- tion department finds the construction to be or lot 20, located between University Boulepleted." said Tim Thoroughman, university an "unfortunate timing." According to
vard and Kaufman, where a campus bus runs
Thoroughman, the cycle of funding to pro- every 10 minutes.
engineer.
The reason for this continuous construc- gramming is time consuming and does not
Approximately 300 spaces are being used
tion is because WSU must use the money in always fall into the perfect schedule.
in lot 4 during the construction, but will
B y AMY P R Y O R
Assistant News Editor

WSU construction
and completion
dates

expand the lot by 800 spaces after construction.
"The Mcijer access road will relieve some
of the stress at the intersection of the University Blvd. and Colonel Glenn. However, it is
not intended to be a thoroughfare through
the parking lot. It will be for those people
using Lot 4, the big lot west of the Student
Union." said Thoroughman.
For construction completion dates , see
the adjoining campus map. For more information or questions, call Facilities Management department at x2587.

ENTRANCE-

ACADEMIC
\
x
BUILDING
OPEN 2 - 2 8 - 9 9

•

MEIJER A C C E S S R O A D
AND PAVING COMPLETE
11-97

ALTERNATE ROUTE TO
FAWCETT. OELMAN,
AND MILLETT HALLS
ALTERNATE ROUTE TO
RIKE & ALLYN HAILS
ALTERNATE ROUTE FROM
LOT #4 TO CORE CAMPUS

Students park free at the Nutter center
Parking passes mean no charge at special events
By AMY PRYOR
Assistant N e w s Editor

Wright State University students
do'not need to pay a parking fee at any
Nutter Center event when parking in
lots 5 and 6.with a parking pass.
"Say you're going to McLin gym,"
said John Siehl, director of the Nutter

Center.
Lots 5 and 6 are "designated for student use only," and students can't park
free in other lots, such as lots 2 and 3
which are closer to the front entrance
doors, according to Siehl.
Siehl pointed out that large events are
not usually student events and therefore
not all parking is free to students.

Students must have a parking pass
to park in lots 5 and 6 or they will be
susceptible to ticketing.
According to Siehl, students can
park in student lots during large events
as well. However, parking will be limited and an early arrival is suggested.
For questions or comments call
John Siehl at x3498.

Correction
In the September 17 issue
of the Guardian, a quote
attributed to Michelle Sabo's
older sister is incorrect. The
quote should have been attributed to Sabo's big sister
from her sorority.
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Fall fest wraps up Welcome Week
major festival in the fall and winter word out." he said.
Several other community orgasince October Daze was eliminated.
Wolf both organized and took nizations aisotook part in Fall Fest,
including
Bank One. The Dayton
part
in
Fall
Fest
as
a
member
of
his
Fall Fesi was a success ihis year
as over 120organizations took part fraternity, Sigma Phi Epsilon. He Daily News and The Dayton Voice.
Another event that had nearly
in the fun. The quad was crowded also helped his fraternity brothers
with students as they stopped to in setting up and tearing down the constant onlookers was "Mr. Football,"
sponsored by the Union Aclook over booths on their way to event. "It was kind of hectic." Wolf
tivities Board. In this event,
said.
and from classes.
Many of the organizations were two players dressed up in heavily
"I've been told this was the best
year so far," said Mark Wolf, Inter pleased with the turnout this year. padded sumo-sized uniforms and
ClubCouncil's new activity direc- Brad Platzer with Habitat for Hu- attempted to score against each
manity. said his group had a good other.
tor.
"It seemed like it was really
Fall Fest has become the only turnout. "We're happy we got the
popular." said Michelle Sanders a
member of UAB.
By S E A N T. T H A T C H E R
Staff Writer

Tales from the Archives:
parking through time
Parking has always been uppermost in the minds of most
Wright State University students,
faculty and staff. People associated with WSU in the 1960s speak
fondly of f r ec parking to the point
of nostalgia. Letters have filtered
into The Guardian over the years
voicing the dissatisfaction of a
frustrated commuter population.
When the campus first opened
in 1964 as the Dayton Campus of
Miami University and Ohio State
University, parking wasn't much
of a problem since one lot served
only one building, Allyn Hall.
As buildings were added and the
Dayton Campus became Wright
State University, parking was
taken for granted until a parking
fee was proposed in 1968. Despite a campus-wide petition
against the fee and several angry
letters to The Guardian . an annual $20 fee was instituted in
1970. Designated parking areas
and the use of automobile decals
were soon established.
The Guardian has published
letters addressing parking issues
over the years. Non disabled
people parking in handicapped
spaces, construction projects lim-

I

iting parking spaces and even
snow and ice removal from WSU
lots sparked passionate editorials. Parking spaces arc generally
considered to be too sparse, too
distant and too expensive. The
WSU Department of Parking and
Transportation has responded by
regularly adding parking spaces.
Today, WSU boasts 28 parking
lots providing approximately
10.000 individual spaces. 500
spaces are currently being converted from gravel to paved. Free
shuttle service transports people
from distant lots to the campus
proper.
Basically, parking is a fact of
life at Wright State. How many
people have declined to drive
somewhere simply because they
lucked into a good parking spot
that day? And who hasn't felt the
rush of success after happening
upon that Perfect Spot? While
WSU works to resolve parking
headachcs, people may not always land that Perfect Spot. But
WSU commuters are up to the
challenge.

dors, both community and student

sponsored booths. Fall Fest was
followed by a fireworks display.

Student Ryan B l a c k c h a r g e s
h i s o p p o n e n t i n a full contact
g a m e of Mr. Football,
s p o n s o r e d by UAB.
photc by Mark Mowrey

Welcome back students!

Start your semester off right and make Kinko's your resource, day or night, for great
products and services, like black & white copies and in-store computer rental.
• Presentation materials
• Full-color copies
• Resume services

Submitted by Clare Balawajder
Archivist,

Special

and Archives,

Collections

WSU Libraries

JANITORIAL
W o r k 6 months at W S U for lohnson & Gordon, Inc. and attend
up to 6 credits per quarter at n o charge.

FREE!

Full Time-Days/Nights. Paid holidays/vacation. Competitive
pay. Apply at W S U Room 066 E. A l l y n Hall - 4:30 pm.

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
black & white copies

• Internet Access
• Digital color output directly from
>our disk to our color printers
RENT ONE HOUR, GET ONE HOUR FREE
self-serve computer rental

Buy or* regulatty-pnced. «*" » U" blidt and white cop* on 2(Xb Rent one hour a , get one hoi*TOE.up to or* hour free pet cuswhite bond and receive a second copy HUE. limit 50 free ' spies tomer. Subject to availability. Includes Macintosh* and IBM* selfper customer. Offrt«limited to one coupon per prakict ty,» pet serve ot design workstations. Offer is limited to one coupon pet
transaction. Coupon must be presented at time of puchase and product type per transaction. Coupon must be presented at time of
is not valid with other discount programs. Offer valid at time ot purchase and is not valid with other discount programs. Offer valid
at Mr* of purchase only and may not be discounted or credited
purchase only and may not be discounted or credited toward
future purchases. Valid at Kioto's listed location only. Void where toward future purchases. Valid at trmko's listed location only Void
where prohibited by law. Hn cash value.
prohibited by law. No cash value.
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WEEK

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY, 7 DAYS A WEEK

1189 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd. "436-1313

1189 Miamisburg-Centerville Rd. • 436-1313

kinko's'

The new way to office.*
AAA176 I
| EXP 9/30/97

kinko's'

The new way to office.*
AAA177 |
| EXP 9/30/97

OPEN 24 HOURS. 7 DAYS A WEEK
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GIVE US TIME TO REPAY
YOUR LOAN.
After just three years in
the Army, your college loan
could be a thing of the past.
Under the Army's Loan
Repayment program, each
year you serve on active duty
reduces your indebtedness by
one-third or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater, up to a
$65,000 limit
This offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans
and certain other federally insured loans which are not
in default.
And this is just the first of many benefits the Army
will give you. Get the whole story from your Army
Recruiter.

Life is a series
of tests.
Some of them just
count more.
Find out why nearly 3 million
students have chosen Kaplan.
To find the class nearest you,
call today.

Call t o d a y t o
register for
o u r FREE
Graduate
admissions
seminars!

expert teachers superior materials smart technology proven results

1-80Q-KAP-TEST

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

www.kaplan.com
•Course names are registered trademarks of their respective owners.

www.goarmy.com

to- r

YOU DEMAND POWER,
SPEED, AND MOBILITY.

$300

... ^

cash back*

Power Macintosh" 6500/250
3 J / * G B / u X O V » M t l p l « Scan 15AV
Li/ZIp 0 r i v e / t l h e m t t , * b d
m S 2 . M 1 (or U V m o n t h ) " K R K K M

#5

200

cash back*
PowerBook* 1400CS/133
l«KMXCQU/ii-3* DSTN display
Now $1,999ft*Jj7/montW~ WOK H*»n

$100
cash back*
Power Macintosh" 5400/180
16/LjGB/BXCIVBuilI-in display/*bd
• J«.557forJjoAwxrth)** MK*I

Sav • another
-IF" «

^50

cash back*

Color StyteWriter* 4500
NOW $ J 1 5 ~ l O O t f KfBATT

WANT SOME CASH
TO GO WITH THAT?
Now is the right time to get an Apple Power Macintosh or
PowerBook. Because in addition to getting the computer that lets
you do more than you can imagine, you can save big time. For a
limited time, students are eligible for special cash rebates.
•This Is a limited time rebate coupon offer. Call Apple Campus
Direct at 800.877.4433 ext. 753 for complete details.

AppleCampusDirect

18008774433683

24 hows a day, 7 days a week
~OKn

ram

O t t o b n 10. i » r

>*> payn«ni of

»•< t » I T W M k

ofMopjf m l M i b N r MUTCU. •»*•• <•« b« lnclud«d 1" t M I W r n f t '
u i £ « < W an Annual Frtttntap (Ut. WO of
pairw
on a total loan amount ot tl.soo. aMdi UKtwdo a umpW outOiaia p « «o f * t M a i ' a ' x l a 6% loan o n p n a t l o n ' S ^ w H K vartabla t w l on t f *
Tt* App» ConpuWr loan ba> an J
tonw Date a i r»po«d on d * i t * b a t e a u a n o( I t * month In n w Wall S t w t wimal (4a a w n a d of
1
ypai loan tamt
no
» p i r* W
n tw» ^r U
t *penalty
t w l t y ^ and H

5^°££!t*»!tSSt ™"

AtKM. t r * a c t * 10(0. Mac. M
and OtPCaTak# arr tradamaiti

SMaWntaa a/T m t i l r t v l tiademaAl of v®le Computai mc OnaScanna.
Compum. mc Acs" malMn irbata o * . raid h o l l . > W thso««ti Ooobw to. <nr. « * » "
««
m proNbittd by law. Call A c t * Campui Oiwct at S o o a ^ M l l .
;JJtaflaattac "AM I
to ba atmuble to indwdoah » « i dBabfflm to Itam mow (US. onlt
—

The Parking and Transportation
Department would like to thank all of
our Students, Faculty, and Staff for your
cooperation, understanding and
patience during our busiest time of the
year: thefirstweek of Fall quarter. We
apologize for any inconvenience you
may have experienced due to
construction projects which will
enhance our existing facilities in the
near future.

1

c
fa fa
PCM

Due to construction in Lot 4, C
permit holders may need to park
in Lot 20 Mondays - Thursday,
9:30am to 11:30am when Lot 4
becomes full. Shuttle Service is
provided to Millett Hall and the
Student Union.

o
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OPINION

the construction

Editor In Chief - Alexis Larsen
News Editor - Melanie Glass
Spotlight Editor - Anthony Shoemaker
Opinions Editor • Craig Napier
Sports Editor - David Seaman
Chief Photographer - Mark Mowrey
Copy Editor - SaraGwirtz
Business Manager •
Advertising Manager - Shawn Ruble
Ad Graphics Manager - Sebastian Nester
Human Resources Manager •
Circulation Manager - Kon Hines
Assistant News Editor - Amy Pryor

Up ahead in the distance
a sign, not just any
^
sign, an orange sign right?
It tells you you're about
toenter iheWSUconstruction zone (do
do do do do do do
do do). A world
of sight and
sound where

Administrative Assistant Advertising Reps - John Bath. Joe Jassup
Staff Writers - Emily Acosta, Dave Biddle.
Tiffany Brown, David Coble. Jennifer Drummer.
Brian Joo. Eric Loescher, Jennifer Strasser, Sean
T. Thatcher.
Staff Photographers - Matthew Hudson.
Christopher Limbert
Technology Supervisor- Jason Sanders

set
free into an
barrels
and yellow caterpillars.
Not only do students have to
allot time for commuting, the quest for a
Faculty Advisor - Jeff John
spot (may good-parking karma be with
Student Media Coordinator - Gerry Petrak
you), walking to class, pedestrians and
The Guardian is printed weekly dunng the weather conditions (let's hope the south
regular school year ll is published by students of
west has to deal with the El Ni no thing) i n
Wright Slate University- in Dayton. Ohio. Editorials without bylinesreflectthe majority opinion of
addition we have to factor in traffic
the editorial board. Views expressed in columns,
jams and detours.
cartoons and advertisements ;irc those of the writers. artists and advertisers
The question that needs to be
The Guardian reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
present or future advertising acceptance rules established by The Guardian All contents contained herein are the express property of Jlie
Guardian. Copyright privileges revert to the wntJ ere. artists, ami photographers of specific works
I after publicaiion The Guardianreservesthe right
I torcpnmworks in future issues
n 1QQ7
duarrtia

Letters to the Editor
•The Guardian encourages letters to
the editor and commentary pieces
from students, faculty, administrators
and staff
•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
applicable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday proceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
•All letters arc subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used

Guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News - 775-5538
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536
nis'iui* rtKJ navruc »PH

answered here is who's planning faux paus was this? Summers at
WSU see an insignificant amount of transit that can't even
compare to the influx of vehicles that come with the start of Fall
quarter. The Meijer access road is a wonderful idea. Providing
students with 800 extra parking spots would never be criticized,
but why not three months ago when it would have been convek nient? Why close the College Park access road through the
Woods when^he only other route campus apartment residents can use looks like a demilitarized zone?
It all comes down to convenience, and though it
could be worse, it could definitely be better. Hopefully people learn from their mistakes otherwise
some version of this scenario will rear its ugly
head again, and frankly, it's bad for business.
graphics by Alexis Larsen

Has campus
construction affected you?

Jim Ingram
Senior. Communications and §ociolo
"Campus constructruction has affected me.
it's been a virtual pain in the ass. It's been an
adventure in administrative idiocy."

Donivan Hahn
Sophomore. Karjy Childhood Education
"It has made me very upset I don't like how
everything began a week before school
started. I think they got money-hungry and
sold too many parking passes.'

Melissa Hague
Sophomore. Pre-Med
"It makes it a pain in the butt to get around.
I have to go from the Student Union lo Rike
Hall and that is impossible. They should
have done this during the summer when no
one was here."

"Yes, I'm a commuter and I can't find parking spaces anywhere. I come around nine in
the morning and it's terrible because I see
dirt and construction materials in good
parking places."

" It doesn't bother me that much because I
ride the bus and it drops me off where I need
to be."

Jacinta Baison
Senior. Biomedical Engineering
"The pathway going from the Village to College Park is an inconvenience because you
have to w alk around. Walking from Hami Iton
Hall to Rike and parking is an inconvenience
they should have started earlier in the year "

\
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Hope is a fa
Have you ever
Tound hope again?
Hiding under all the
doubt that creeps with
us every day, there is a
second, crashing across
everything, that hits
you in the heart and
head at the same time.
It lets you feel your
soul for a moment or By Craig
two, and then it's gone. Napier
Hopefully, this happens
in your life quite often. However, from what
I absorb it can not be running rampant across
our communities. If more of us got a little
more hope in our lives then we would all live
much richer.
I guess a lot of people find hope in the

will

church and
I respect
that
ir
mensely. It just
never felt that
way for me.
I think too
many of us find it in
our romantic relationships. I have felt the wild
rush of love and it is so
close to hope, but it is transient. Love has a dark side
hope can not. Love, possibly
disguised as hope, deludes us into
holding on to dead end relationships because they give us this opiate
of false hope. Maybe they'll change,
they'll make you happy, but they'll never

Shit?

This recent bout with hope came
on a glorious autumn day in my new
car with Uncle Tupelo blaring through
my ears.
I was thinking about a relationship that
had been renewed and invigorated on the
previous evening. I thought about how close
I really was to graduating from college; how
wonderful it was to be back producing a
paper. I have taken leaps and bounds in
expressing the binds my life creates in positive ways. Then the realization of all the love
and support people who really matter gave
me what had been my longest drought of
hope. All these things flew through my head
like lightening and slammed into my
heart .There it was, after so long in the desert,
dry and hopeless, I felt myself growing,
heading toward as good a life as any could
want.
This 1figuredto be hope. This moment
will wake me up on so many of those rough
mornings, give me a breath of my soul to use
against detractors. It will let me love well
and honestly. I've been told that is the key to
life by so many people I respect that I can't
ignote its truth.
In the afterglow of hope's orgasm I
dumped half a mug of coffee all over the
dash of my new car and this moment in the
clouds was cast aside with a loud and hopeful "damn."

give you what I'm
talking about.
A moment, where for
a second you see all your
energies flowing into positive. growth oriented tasks.
Your personal relationships are all enriciung, and
for the first time in years
you even feel a little sexy.
Craziness, I know,
but the feeling was
powerful. Maybe this
is loving one's self?
Maybe this is what
we all want in life. I
the
College
of
Engineering
and
Com
don't think I can find it
This is in response to a letter school, but many do not know how
puter Science are aware of the issues
within someone else's
from Dan Kicn (9-27 "the shade"). to get started or whom to contact.
that
affect
them
on
campus,
through
Talk
to
the
SG
representative
in
parameters, that might
Kien makes some very good points
the use of e-mail, flyers posted in the
be why church didn't
about the role of students within the your college 01 school.
Russ
Engineering
Center
and
quesThere are many ways to get inwork for me and I no
university and the ways students can
tion
and
answer
forums
for
students.
longer expect it from
develop themselves outside of the volved. some of which require a
I
am
fortunate
also
to
have
a
column
large
time
commitment.
Your
colmy significant other. I
classroom setting. I :m the Student
must find it myself.
Government (SG) Representative for lege or school representative can in the college newsletter. Bits &
PC's, in which students canfindout
the College ofEnginecring and Com- help you find something which fits
more
information
about
the
issues
puter Science, but I know that SG your interests and your schedule.
Getting involved in clubs with within the college and the univeralone can not make many of the
changes within the university. How- your college or school also can be a sity.
I encourage you to contact your
ever, the most important role of SG good way of finding out what is
is to make the general student body going on throughout the university. college or school representative by
contacting the SG office at 775If
the
administration
sees
that
the
aware of issues on campus and to
encourage the student body to get students are interested in making 5508. SG is here to help the students,
Wright State a better place, I assure but we need the support and the help
This letter is in response to the
involved in making changes.
invitation to address Coach
The general student body needs you they will be more willing to of the student population.
Thank
you
very
much,
and
I
Schilling concerning his decision
to get involved in making decisions listen to the views of the students
look forward to seeing everyone get to recruit a sentenced sex offender
about the university and SG is here and make their decisions with the
involved.
to the university's basketball team.
to help facilitate that. Many students students in mind.
Jeff Gardner
As a SG representative, I am
Schilling has made it known in
on campus are interested in getting
Senior.Computer
Engineering
the past that he would like the
involved to help make this a better going to make sure that students in
university's team to be one of the
Top 50 in the country, play in the
NCAA tournament and receive
national recognition.
It has become painfully obvious the price Schilling is willing to
pay
for that on the court success.
How much is it going to cost to
I keep hearing that we are changing the mascot
He was willing to give up part of
from a raider to a wolf because the raider does not change the mascot? It is more than
this university's soul.
^ express the diversity of the campus. The only way a just changing the outfit worn at the V
My main concern is not with
g wolf will express the diversity of this campus is if it is games. The mascot ison signs, shirts. [tSS
Marvin Rodgcrs personally. True,
g multicolored to express the diversity of the student everywhere. The new mascot would
he
has
committed a very violent,
a body. That would be a nice start but lets take it further have to get copyrighted. That is not cheap.
I feel we should leave the mascot alone and focus terrible crime in the past, and our
8
Another idea is to give the wolf a limp so he can
school feels it is time for him to
*§ express the amount of disabled students that go to the our attention on other things. For instance, the threat receive a second chance. Yet,
2. school. I fall into that category and that is why I chose of going from quarters to semesters. Not only is that Schilling was quoted in this paper
O" to attend this college. If we arc going to really have the going to be expensive but a huge mess. I over heard a saying, "Do not inflict any more
O wolf express the diversity of the campus lets make it student in my psychology class say. "If it isn t broken pain on Marvin, he has suffered
3 a drunken party animal to represent the Greeks. Let's whyfixit?" I think it applies io both the mascot and the enough, I promise." That's funny.
® give it a non-gender specific name so it docs not favor quarter system. Especially if fixing it might raise the Is that to say that the reward for
a either sex. Maybe it shouldn't have hair on its body price of going to this college.
Jahn Pauff sexually assaulting someone is free
5* because that is considered a masculine trait. Have I
Senior, Sociology room, tuition, food and books?
offended anybody yet?

SG success rests on student support

1W OUVtOtM

B-ball recruit hurts
university's soul

"If it isn't broke..." — leave
mascot, quarters alone

I

I

If anyone has suffered in this
incident. Schilling, it would obviously be Rodgcrs' victim in the
crime. I'm sure if we were to ask
her, she would disagree that our
new prized recruit has suffered,
especially not in the way this young
woman was forced to. And what
were the actions taken for her?
Was she put on an academic or
athletic scholarship? Or was she
supposed to forgive and forget just
because she can't play basketball
as well as Mr. Rodgers?
The fact that a person can do
anything and hurt anybody and get
away with it just because they can
throw an orange ball into a metal
hoop is frightening. Schilling while
your drive for success is understandable, I believe many students,
alumni, faculty and the community of Dayton agree with me when
I say that the price of this
university's health and safety is not
one we wanted to pay.
Aaron Cullers
Sophomore, Communications
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Bursar hopes payment
plan attracts freshman
By EMILY A C O S T A
Staff Writer

Wright State University has introduced a "Wright Pay Plan" this
fall which allows incoming freshman and freshman (hereafter to
lock in monthly payments for tuition.
"Hopefully the tuition plan will
attract students to WSU." said
Carol Stevenson from the Bursar's
office, "The program was developed with WSU students in mind."
Students can choose any bank
that participates in the automated
services. Each month $350 will be
withdrawn from the account to
pay for tuition. Additionally, there
is $55 annual fee. As an additional
bonus, students who graduate
within four years will receive a
voucher worth $5000 toward full
time or part time graduate tuition;
and students who graduate in five
years will be awarded $1,000 toward graduate tuition.
Even if tuition goes up, the
payment will not because a 5 percent inflation factor has been installed. If, at the end ol the program, the student has paid more
than needed, a refund will be issued.
At this time the program is only
ior tuition, but "at some point housing may be included, depending

on how well the program is received," said Stevenson.
Stevenson, whose background
is in business said, "With many
students working and going to
school it is important to set priorities and set aside money. This is
another option to help parents and
students budget college costs. It's
a level billing budget tool.
Stevenson hopes the plan will
decrease the amount of loans taken
out by students.
"I hope so in terms of benefits
for the students. I hope it can help
them graduate without extensive
loan debt. For some students, loans
arc the only resource to help them
achicve their goals, but those who
can plan will not be faced with
such large debts after graduation.
And this program can be used in
combination with loan programs."
For more information, contact
the Bursar's office at 775-5650.
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BODY SHOCK
1 3 7 N. B r o a d S t .
F a i r b o r n . OH

45324

(937) 879-2867

Jason Lansdale, the 1997-98
Student Election commissioner,
is taking action to improve
Wright State's student government elections.
Lansdale commented on his
goals for the school year and for
winter quarter elections.
"First and foremost, I want
to improve the student voter
turnout. Especially for the winter quarter elections," said
Lansdale.
Lansdale claimed some obstacles in achieving his goal are
strict campaign rules and student apathy. The actions being
taken include researching how
other college student elections
are run and to begin pushing for
more relaxed campaign rules.
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Tell jour mom,
it will help
you study!

3764
Paxton

Avenue
Hyde Pari lla/a

533-1996

Show them what you drive at work!
The Air Force is looking for
pilots and navigators, and 20/20 vision
is no longer required!
Interested?
Contact your Air Force ROTC Detachment.
Room 232. FAWHC
(937) 775-2730

107
W. Kemper
Road
671-2000

Featuring;

Live Live Wire!

•Eric Kilt-ford
and' the-Magic
76S
hastgaic
S. Drive
•

I he proper environment
is essentiol lo making the
grade. There's no better place
to study than on a futon trom
the Futon Factory

FUTON
FACTORY
SOFA I V D » >
BCDtfYN I C H T

• Soft & comfy, a futon is also
great for lounging or even sleeping
after a long day of classes.
Nothing beats a Futon Factory
futon!

The Midwest's Largest Futon Specialist

14Mf.ur Village Shops
behind Mctlonakh

291-3000

8106
Springhoro
Pike

Carload

•Skeptical Cats
•Galievecs

Traveling
Medicine '•"/

Bikes
Date: Sunday, Sept. 28th
Where: Polish Club
(If rain, event will be
held at the Sanctuary.)
Time: Gates open at noon

by it* I M ) M Mill

w 291-3000

( *No Pets Allowed

*No Coolers )
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Page Manor gets a facelift
WSU students' favorite theater changes look, format

"Many of thefilmsthat come through the
Page Manor arc the ones that many people
would not always get a chance to see," said
For the past four years Wright State Telkamp.
With the rumors that the theater was
students have been making the Page Manor
Cinema a frequent getaway every weekend. going to undergo a change in film variety,
Now with recent renovations and an en- many wondered if the Page would jump into
tirely realigned film schedule, the Page the growing stream of art house style theManor "Repertory" is looking to increase aters.
Telkamp denied the art house rumor.
business and enhance its awareness to the
" W e
large filmgoing
should not be
community here
classified
as
in the Dayton
an art house
area.
!
cinema, we
Renovations
are, as 1 like
on the onceto say. an altermed "dis"We should not be classified as ternative cincount" cinema,
located on 5584
an art house cinema, we are, as T e l k a m p
Airway Road,
I like to say, an alternative
said.
were completed
Many
on Sept. 18 and
cinema."
y
people won-MickTelkam
the doors were
dered if all of
promptly
the changes also meant a rise in the current
opened for business the following day.
Owner and operator Mick Telkamp $2 ticket price.
"With a change of format there comes a
wanted a "change of format" for the entire
theater. His brother Jamie also helps run the change in price," answered Telkamp.
Prices are going to $5. However, Wright
business.
The Movies, a theater in the Cincinnati State students get in for $4 with a student ID.
Telkamp realizes a great deal of his busiarea, is also run by the two brothers and was
a major cause in the renovation process of ness comes from the WSU students, so along
with having the bargain price he is undoubtPage Manor.
The two theaters are said to now be edly keeping the ever-popular midnight
styled more alike in appearance, and also the movies on Friday and Saturday nights which
he says "are going back to the roots of
film schedule is similar.
As far as the changes go for the interior midnight films this fall."
The midnight series is also an opportuof Page Manor, Mick Telkamp said the one
major alteration will be the concessions. nity "to take chances" for thefilmsTelkamp
They will be offering new treats for the holds most personal to himself.
"I like that the students arc such a large
customers such as bottled drinks like water
and juice, imported candy, coffee and part of the business. They (students) have
really gained an appreciation for film," reccappucino.
"Most importantly our prices will still be ognized Telkamp.
Some of the things that were not really
the lowest in the Dayton area," Telkamp
changed were the theaters themselves.
said.
The lobby's walls and floors have been
One of the greatest areas that will surprise audiences is the much more broad and redone along with the lighting and the box
office,
but the interior of all the theaters
diverse film selection available for the
remain the same.

By BRIAN J 0 0
Staff Writer

I

The equipment, which Telkamp states Black and Air Fort e One.
Movies like Hamlet and The Doors will
"is lop of the line" (digitally capable and
be seen on 70mm.
THX rated), will remain intact.
One of the more exciting nuances will be
With all of this talk about the new lineup
coming into the Page Manor, most people some of the latest Hollywood films opening
in afirst-runslot. Thefirstone of
want some kind of an example.
these. The Edge, will open Sept.
One noticable change is the
What:
New
26.
name of the theater. The word "RepPage Manor
With all of the changes that
ertory" is in its title.
What this means is that with
Repertory have taken place, Telkamp is
most theaters you see one film a Movie Theater confident in his theater's appearance and presentation.
day on one screen. With this new
"Four years ago, when we
repertory style, three, four, or even Where: 5584
fivefilmscan be seen on one screen Airway Road started here, there was three discount cinemas in the area. Now
in a single day.
Not to mention the biggest screen in the there arc over twenty," Telkamp said. "We
filled
a
void
when the time called for it."
Dayton area.
The time to move on for the two owners
The filmgoer will have an abundance of
types of pictures to see. The selection in- seemed to be right as well.
" This theater gives a chance to the little
cludes classics such as Citizen Kane and Dr.
Strangelove, foreign films, documentaries movies that are really, really good that do not
and cults films I ike Fast Times at Ridgemont get played," Telkamp said.
As far as the presentation is concerned,
High.
The latest independe' • releases will ap- Telkamp is proud to state "We have one of
the
best presentations you'll see anywhere."
pear. as well a; big blockbusters like Men In

photo by Mark Mow re y

Mick (left) and Jamie Telkamp, owners of the new Page Manor Repertory say
the changes to their popular theater will please Dayton film lovers.
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In honor of ^ ' s visit to Wright State, the campus radio station
of Us," originally recorded by Joan
WWSU 106.9 FM aired four straight hours of The Artist's music.
Osborne, but featured on EmancipaOther acts coming to the Nutter Center soon include: Genesis
tion.
(tickets go on sale Oct. 11, concert is Nov. 11), The Beach Boys and
After a clothes change into a red
Artist Formerly Known as Prince («?•) packed the
Chicago (tickets go on sale Oct. 4, concert is Nov. 12), Tracey
suit, he broke into the sexy tune
Ervin J. Nutter Center Friday night xs part of his Jam of the
Lawrence/Trace Adkins (tickets go on sale Oct. 11. concert is Nov.
"Scandolous." Then he riled the crowd
Year Tour.
15). Puff Daddy and Heavy D (tickets go on sale Oct. 3. concert
with "Sexy M.F.." being silent during
The Artist, fashionably dressed as always, opened with
is Nov. 20). Phish (tickets go on sale Oct. 24, concert is Dec.
the. shall we say, profane lyr"Jam of the Year"
7) and Champions on Ice (tickets go on sale Dec. 1, show
ics. and allowing the crowd to •
from his album
is Jan.25. 1998).
_ . ...
sing back to him.
Emancipation.
The Artist placed his hand over
Loyal fans.
his mouth as though he was ofhoping the Artist
fended by the audience's use of Ian
would perform a
guage. We know better.
lot of his old
Of course the
songs, were not
Bic lighters were
disappointed as he
turned on for
jammed to "Rasp"Purple Rain," the 1984
berry
Beret,"
hit from his smash movie.
"Little Red CorThe Artist dazzled the audience for
vette." "1 Would
two hours with a great stage, fabulous
Die4U," "Do Me,
lighting and the best music money can buy.
Baby" and "Kiss."
The symbol associated with The Artist, .?•,
all photos by Mark Mowrey
The capacity
hung over the Nutter Center crowd shining
crowd went wild while The Artist did what he does
lights onto the stage. At the end of the show, purple and gold
best...entertain.
To make the show more personal he created a song confetti covered the floor crowd.
Loyal Artist fans showed up draped in purple and formal
dedicated to the state of Ohio.
gowns making the concert seem more like a senior prom
He played his royal purple grand piano with the word
"beautiful" written across it. jammed on several guitars and than a visit from the true King of Pop.
One woman I saw even had^-tatooed on her shoulder.One
got very provacativcly with the piano bench. And just when
woman wore an embroidered denim jacket bearing The
you thought it couldn't get any better, it did.
Artist's likeness with "Emancipation" written across the
One of the highlights was his quote. "There arc no kings,
back.
only princes." Let's just say it got a few screams.
The 70s funksters Graham Central Station, an offset of
He also did a great performance of the rock ballad "One
Sly and the Family Stone, opened for The Artist perform
ing such oldies as "Everyday People."
"It was a virtual sellout," said Laura Januzzi, marketing and development manager for the Nutter Center.
According to Januzzi, 9,802 people attended the
concert. However, 10.153 tickets were sold for the
event. The Artist was not able to defeat the sell-out
record or country sensation Reba McEntyrc's two
shows with attcndences of 11,2.7 and ' 1.294 respectively.
$ announces concerts on short notice to fight off
ticket scalpers. He uses a voucher system for his
expensive seats requiring fans to show identification before receiving tickets, then they have to go
straight into the arena.
"His whole ticketing process is so different than what
we're used to," Januzzi said.
According to Januzzi. talks with The Artist's people
have been going on since August to get the concert to the
Nutter Center.
"We're highly ranked," said Januzzi.
She also credits the proximity to Cincinnati. Columbus
and Indianapolis as a big plus for the Nutter Center.
According to Januzzi. The Artist's promoters contacted the Nutter Center.
After the Nutter Center concert, went to Pittsburgh
and Baltimore. Tonight he is performing in Calgary. Alberta,
Canada. He will be in Vancouver. British Columbia Sept.
26.
"He's doing four shows a week." said Francis Pennington
of EMI Records.
According to Pennington, the Jam of the Year Tour will
go until Dec. 31.1999 when there will be a big party Artist
stvlc.The location of the event has not yet been disclosed.

By ANTHONY SHOEMAKER
Spotlight Editor
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WSU art department kicks off new year
BY JENNIFER DRUMMER
Staff Writer
The Wright State University an
department has a lot in store this
year, including a display of works
created by WSU faculty members.
David Leach, chair of the art department; Glen Cebulash, Diane
Fitch, Kim Vito, Ron Geibert, Ernest
Koerlin and sculptor Thomas
Macaulay are a few of the featured
artists.
The University Art Gallery offers two exhibitions cach quarter and
every other year faculty members'
projects are displayed.
From Jan. 6 through Feb. 1 there
will be a memorial exhibition for
native Daytonian Anne Tabachnick.
Feb. 15 through Mar. 22 the
"Casts Project" will display a community project based upon the study
of sculpture casts from the Dayton
Art Institute. April 5 through May 10
"Drawing from Perception II" will
show a national biennial exhibition
of drawings from direct observation.
The season will end with the
WSU senior student exhibition May
17 through June 14.

Delta

I an

in the WSU Art Gallery Jan. 6 The current artwork on display at
the gallery has a great number of
works in real life settings where the
artist painted the scenes outdoor.
David Leach completed a painting entitled "Stream, Early Spring"
which creates a scenic view of the
woods by the Rockafield house at
WSU.
According to Leach, it took many

Delia

International

If you want to be a

art works entitled "Mulberry Russell J Byther, was put together
Branch." "Apple Branch." "Sumac" by scientist-astronaut William
Thorton.
and "Gardenia."
Diane Fitch and Glen Cebulash
Byther's work included human
both created many outdoor scenes, adaptation to weightlessness, mobut not all are drawn from nature. tion sickness, altitude, diet deficiency
Cebulash painted
remote auto"Autopark-east"
surgery.
and "AutoparkBalawaider stated,
northcast" while
Thonon realized
Fitch looked over
these sketches
a parking garage
a great deal of
and
created
and
"Building Lot
should be saved."
#15," "Parking
The Faculty ExGarage #7" and
and NASA
"Parking Garage
Artistry and Tech'Winter Reflections' by
#6."
nology Exhibit are on
T h o m a s Robert Berlind will be
display through Oct.
Tabachnick will be on
|9.
Macaulay, sculpt- displayed Nov. 2-Dec. 7.
:
eb. 1, 1998.
ing professor at WSU, didn't title his
On Sept. 29 at 8:30 a.m. and 2
sketches and paintings to complete works.
p.m. in A338 and on Sept. 30 at 8:30
thefinalcanvas. All of the stages of
"I didn't title my work because I a.m. in A338 artist Akio Hizume will
the painting are on display at the fee! titles lead people to things," ex- be here. Hizume graduated from the
University Art Gallery.
plains Macaulay.
department of architecture of Kyoto
The final painting will be put in
The impressive NASA collec- Technical and Textile University.
Rockafield, home of Wright State tion entitled "Artistry and TechnolOn Oct. 27 and 28 seven students
President Harley Flack, following ogy: The Illustrations of Russell J. from the University of Iowa's graduthe exhibit.
Byther" is on display at the Fordham ate school of art and art history arc
Kim Vito has a nature study dis- Health Science building.
acting out visual performances using
played which includes four separate
This collection, created by time and space.
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Integrity is1Essential
JAccounta6ihty is Fundamental to
Commitments
Life Long Learning andCjrowth are Vital
Hazing is Humiliating and Inhumane
(BrotherhoodSustains Vs

...you have to live with
some pretty tough
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Delta Tau Delta International Fraternity

77" International Fraternity of Delta Tau Delta is looking for Founding Fathers.
Those men selected will combine a rich tradition with a brand
new direction and brotherhood at Wright State University.
Being i Delt ensures membership in one of America s most active and progressive fraternities.
Information Table at the Quad, Allen, and the Student Union
October «-10, 13-16
10:00-2:00 p.m.
For more information call 1/800/DELTS XL
Or visit us on the web www.delts.org
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The Game
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L.A. Confidential packs punch

Hand That Rocks the Cradle ) deftly
weaves the complicated story centering around three L.A. cops and a
After learning Hollywood was brutal and baffling massacre that links
going to adapt James Ellroy's classic them all together and move its way to
crime thriller based in the seedy un- an unforgettable climax.
Theensemble cast includes Kevin
derbelly of Los Angeles' darkest
corners of trash and villainy, I was Spacey as celebrity cop Jack
Vinccnnes, Guy Pearce as detective
caught off guard.
'golden boy' Ed Exlcy
This novel could
and Russell Crowe as denever be cleanly adapted.
Film
tectivc
Bud White.
Not with its huge assortReview
Danny DcVito, James
ment of colorful and imCromwell.
Kim Basinger
portant characters and
the multi-layered police drama that and David Strathairn also star.
Early 1950's. Los Angeles. Holunfolds. My biggest surprise came
when the lights dimmed and the pro- lywood is at the height of its glory Left-to-right: James Cromwell, Guy Pearce, Russell Crowe and
and paradise abounds. Or does it?
jector lit up. They did it.
Kevin Spacey star in L.A. Confidential.
I have never encountered a film Not for the three cops mentioned
that has been adapted from its source above. They are stuck somewhere our, charm, and fabulous life sud- flawless cinematography.
It may be too early to tell, but
novel so incredibly well. The film between hatred for one another and denly tossed and twisted into a realcan best be compared to another bril- solving a seemingly easy late night ity full of lawlessness, mayhem, and with all the firepower that this film
packs,
do not be surprised if it stands
the
shattering
of
dreams.
Brought
to
liantly scripted crime thriller this coffee shop murder case.
L.A. Confidential paints a life with a wonderful artistic approach up to be counted forcome Oscar time
decade. The Usual Suspects .
Director Curtis Hanson (The straight shooting portrait of the glam- with magnificent sets, costumes and (Brian Joo).
L.A. CONFIDENTIAL
***•

-

Michael Douglas as Nicholas
Van Orton in the thriller The
Game.
Director David Fincher surprised
audiences in 1995 with his richlytextured piece of noirSewi, starring
Brad Pitt and Morgan Freeman.
Fincher's latest film The Game ,
starring Michael Douglas and Sean
Penn. will not be as sucessfiil as
Seven but the cause of that is partly
due to this fall's blockbusters and
also in part to the unusual nature and
sly wit this film is capable of.
The only thing about thefilmthat
I am certain of, it satisfied my starving appetite lor a smartly-executed
film after a summer of big-budget
duds.
Douglas is back doing what he
does best, playing a calculatingly
rich and cold control freak (done
remarkably well in '987's Wall
Street). The main difference in this
film is that the control factor is all but
lost for his character of powerinvestor Nicholas Van Orion. This loss of
his everyday seemingly perfect life
occurs when degenerate little brother
. (SUNDAY WORSHIP
Conrad (Penn) shows up with an all
too-interesting birthday gift. The gift STAFF:
isaceitificate to play a "game" set up Fr. Christian Rohmiller
-Catholic
by a virtually unknown company
called CRS.
One thing is for sure, this game Rev. Bev Jenkins
-Protestant
lives up to the title of "a life-changing experience."
It has been quite a long time since
we have seen Douglas so good, so STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
perfectlyfittingin a role of this type. Newmar Catholic Fellowship
He continuously hits all the right
-Affiliated with National
keys as a man spinning out of control
Catholic Student
and teetering on the edge, the edge
Coalition
being sanity and of losing himself
entirely. Thefilmas a whole has this
Kappa Phi Club
same effect on the viewer. As Nicho-National organization
lasfindsout more and more and as he
for Christian university
dives deeper into this hell, so do we
SERVICE:
women
as the audience. Wefindout what is
Mission Honduras
going on at the same time. It's as
-Schools
though we are somehow thrown right Habitat for Humanity
-Affiliated with the local
in the middle of the action.
St. Vincent Hotel
and national goals/
This is a great example of how a
-Homeless Shelter
mission
filmmaker can bring together a strong
in-depth character-driven script and
Star of the Sea Mission
mix it with a gritty and overwhelm
Triumph
-Humanitarian Aid
ingly thrilling action piece. There
-Information and
(Haiti)
will be arguments about thefinalein
Mentoring group for
The Game. but after it sinks in you
students concerned with
Habitat for Humanity
will realize it could not have hap
disability issues
pened any other way (Brian loo).
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NEED MOTORIST
ASSISTANCE?

CAMPUS
SHUTTLE
INFORMATION?

CALL 775-5692
PARKING AND
TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANCE HELPLINE!
SI IMMER HELP LINE HOURS:
8 A M - 7 PM MON.-THURS.
8 AM - 3 PM FRIDAY
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j Women's soccer splits; Sebastian honored
Enough
already !
By DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer

rhe Wright State women's soccer team split a pair of games last
Over the past
week, losing to Dayton and defeattwo weeks there has
ing Evansvillc.
been a circus-like
The Raiders dropped a 2-1 deatmosphere around
cision to the undefeated Flyers on
Wright State over a
Sept. 17.
basketball player.
All of the scoring in this match
The player I'm
occured early in the firs; period.
referring to is Head Coach Ed
The Flyers struck first when
Schilling's last signed recruit, Holly Toth scored at 7:23. She was
Marvin Rodgers.
assisted by Julie Wilde and MelRodgers, a six-foot-nine forissa Buck.
ward/center, comes to WSU from a
Wright State answered at 12:39
successful year at Wallace Commu- when sophomore midfielder Taryn
nity College in Selma, AL.
Jones scored an unassisted goal to
Rodgers has many accomplish- even the score at 1-1.
ments as a player including the title
Dayton scored the final goal of
of Junior College Honorable Men- the game ten minutes later when
tion All American and a former high Beth Bushman scored an unasschool "top 50" player.
sisted goal to make the final score
So what's all the buzz you ask?
2-1.
Well, Rodgers is a convicted sex ofDayton improved to 5-0 with
fender.
the win and WSU fell to 3-4.
He pleaded guilty last summer
to second-degree sexual abuse,
which is a misdemeanor.
Rodgers was accused of molesting a co-cd at West Virginia University when he was a freshman.
Now everyone knows about this
and it's been the talk in the commu- By DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer
nity and at WSU.
I say leave the guy alone.
The Wright State men's soccer
Rodgers came to Wright State to
get an education and help the men's team notchcd their first two wins
basketball team win, not to be ha- of the season last weekend at the
All Crane Rental Soccer Classic in
rassed.
Now I admit that I haven't me* Cleveland.
The Raiders defeated Canisius
Marvin yet, but people that know
him, including his teammates, say College 1-0 on Sept. 19 and on
Sept. 20 they edged Niagara 2-1
that he's a great guy.
The game against Canisius was
Every person has a past and a
a tough defensive struggle as there
personal life.
If I was to have committed a was a total of 38 fouls in the game,
crime as a teenager, I certainly 26 against the Raiders.
The only goal of the game was
would not want it the talk of the
scored by Raiikr's senior forward
town.
I do feel that it should be public Charley Houck at 88:10. He was
knowledge because according to assisted by sophomore midfielder
West Virgina law. a person who is Neil Sharp.
Wright State had a nine shot on
convicted of a sex offense must "remain a registered sex offender for goal advantage over the Golden
10 years from the time of his sen- Griffins 20 to nine.
The Raiders won their second
tence."
I also believe that a person who in a row when they defeated
Niagara.
has cleaned up his life should not
Wright State senior forward
be constantly reminded of his past.
I also must commend Schilling Jared Raftery scored both goals for
the Raiders.
for his defense of Rodgers.
The first goal occurred two
He said in a press conference that
if your'e going to attack someone, minutes into the game with an asattack Ed Schilling not Marvin sist from Neil Sharp and the second unassisted at the 20 minute
Rodgers.
mark.
' Till next time...

The Raiders moved back to
.500 when they defeated Evansville 1-0 on Sept. 19.
The only goal of the game was
scored by senior defender Melissa
Koesters eight minutes into the
second half; she was assisted by
junior midfielder Jody McCord.
The defenses dominated this
game as there were only sixteen
shots on goal total for both teams
on the afternoon.
Wright State is now 4-4 on the
season, I -0 in the MCC and return
to action for two home games this
week.
The Raiders host Miami today
at 3:00 and conference rival Butler on Sept. 26 at 4:00.
Senior forward Marcy
Sebastian was named MCC player
of the week, last week.
In that week, she socred the
game-winning goal in the team's
photo by Mark Mowrcy
first conference win over Wiscon- Senior forward Marcy Sebastian dribbles the ball around an
Evansville player. Sebastian was named MCC player of the
sin-Green Bay on Sept. 12.
She has three goals this season. week last week.

Men's soccer wins
CSU tournament
Up Next:
Today vs Miami
Sept. 28 vs Dayton

5:00
2:00

Niagara scored its only goal on
a penalty kick by forward Simon
Sly at 88:50.
With the two victories, the tcutn
improve their record to 2- V
Head Coach Hylton Dayes was
pleased with the teams effort over
the weekend.
"We played well over the weekend, especially in the second game.
The team worked hard and we
were patient."
Wright State has played the
majority of their games on the road
and Dayes felt a road win was important.
"Ourfirstsix games were away
from home, and we needed to put
ninety minutes together to give us
more confidence."
Raftery. Houck, junior Mike
Sylborne and junior goalie Dan
Cwiklik was named to the AIIToumamant team.
The Raiders, now at 2-4, have
two straight home games this week
as they host Miami today at 5:00
and'Cross-town rival Dayton on
Sept. 28 at 2:00.

Women's tennis team
undefeated; men's
team struggling
By ERIC LOESCHER
Staff Writer
Both the men's and women's
tennis teams hit the road the weekid of Sept. 19.
The women grabbed their best
rackets, picked up four wins on the
season and, improved their season
record to 5-0 with wins over Detroit, Niagara, Canisius and Cleveland State at CSU's Invitational.
WSU stole the tournament with
36 match wins versus three losses.
Krista Keller, senior women's
singles player commented on the
tennis team.
"We won all the matches pretty
easily and look real solid this year
; throughout positions one through
j seven. We also have two really
great freshmen (Kirstcn Bernhardt
I and Leslie Marcum) in our num1 her one and two spots who have
j done a great job winning for us."
Women's head coach Charlie
I Painter said, "This has been our
; best start in four years, but we still
| need to continue to improve in order to do well in the conference.

Junior Anjali Mathur has also done
a great job stepping up for our
team."
"She moved from the number
six spot at the beginning of the
tournament to fourth singles by the
end," Painter added.
The men traveled to Bowling
Green where they met up with
teams from Toledo, Ferris State
and Bowling Green. The men
placed last out of the four behind
BG, Toledo and Ferris State respectively.

Women's Tennis Records
Team record
5-0
Kirsten Bernhardt
3-1
Leslie Marcum
Patti Hoppe
Anjali Mathur
Krista Keller
Molly Davis
Hillary Shanteau
Molly Klinker

3-1
4-1
4-0
5-0
3-1
2-0
4-0

Up Next:
4:00
Today at Wittenberg
Sept 27 vs Morehead S t 1:00
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RAIDER
CAIiANDER

WED
24

MEN'S &
SOCCER sip
f

lo

WOMEN'S
SOCCER

THURS
25

FRI
26

SAT
27

MON
29

TUES
30

Dayton
2:00

Miami
5:00
Miami
3:00

SUN
28

Butler*
4:00

Ohio State
4:00

Volleyball team
keeps Improving
By DAVE BIDDLE
Staff Writer

The final match of the weekend did not fare as well for Head
Coach Steve Opperman and his
Raiders, as they were de?1' a three
games to one defeat at ... '^nnds
of host Georgetown University.
As the scores, 14-16,11-15,1614, 10-14, would indicate, WSU
played right with Georgetown
throughout the match, but came up
a bit short in the end.
Coach Opperman uses eight
players significantly, all of which
are underclassman.
Junior Carrie Monnes is the statistical leader for the Raiders so far,
as she leads the team in both kills
(192) and blocks (87).
The Raiders will travel to Illinois to open Midwestern Collegiate Conference play on Sept. 26
when they play Illinois-Chicago at
8:00.
They will play at Loyola on
Sept. 27 at 3:00 and return home
to the Nutter Center On Sept. 30
hosting the Falcons of Bowling
Green.

The Wright State volleyball
team won two of its three matches
over
the weekend of Sept. 19,
UIC*
vaulting their record to 6-8 on the
8:00
season.
The first match saw the RaidEastern MI #
Dayton
ers upend Western Kentucky three
M. TENNIS
Wittenberg
3:30
games to zero.
Morehead St
Wittenberg
WKU could not manage to
W. TENNIS
1:00
4:00
reach double figures in any of the
Indiana
three games and were left beaten
CROSS
A,
Invite.
by Wright Stale 15-9, 15-9, 15-6.
COUNTRY*
2:00
The Raiders next edged James
Madison University three games to
at Northern
two.
GOLF ^
Intercollegiate
Wright State could have thrown
in the towel after dropping the third
game 7-15, which left WSU down
Home games in bold * MCC Game
j j f f SUABDIMS G a m e of the Week:
by a 2-1 margin.
# match played @UD
| SUNDAY at 2:00 Men's Soccer vs.
However, the Raiders marched
back to crush the Dukes in the final two games, 15-7, 15-8.
With the win, the team claimed
back-to-back victories for only the
Wallace State and played under Falls, SD and is the sister of former second time this season.
By DAVE SEAMAN
Otis Hughley, current men's assis- Raider and South Dakota's "Mr.
Sports Editor
Basketball" John Sivesind.
tant.
Kim Jordan joins Fitch's staff
Last season she averaged 16
Wright State's new women's
basketball Head Coach Lisa Fitch points, three steals and two assists with coaching and playing expeadded her final players and hired per game. The Lions finished 24- rience.
Jordan played college ball at
her assistants for the upcoming 7.
Fitch has added two assistant Ohio State from 1976-80, where
season over the summer months.
Chanda Hollingsworth, a five- coaches in addition to former she finished as the Buckeye's alltime leading scorer and rcbounder,
foot-five guard signed with the Raider Lori Collins.
Holly Sivesind joins Fitch af- two records that have since been
Raiders over the summer.
Hollingsworth averaged 15.5 ter an outstanding collegiate career broken.
She was inducted into the Ohio
points, four assists and three steals at Creighton University.
Sivesind finished her career at State University Hall of Fame in
per game last season for Carmel
Creighton ranking in the top ten 1995.
High School in Carmel IN.
As a coach, Jordan has coached
As a senior she was named list in eight categories, including
Honorable Mention All-State and first in free throw percentage and at Case Western, Dcnison, Cornell
was selected all-conference all third in assists and three-pointers and most recently she was the top
assistant fo. Ohi^ University's
four years of her high school ca- made among others.
She had an outstanding high women's basketball team.
reer.
school
career
as
well.
She
was
As head coach at Denison, she
LaTondria Paige, a five-footfive junior guard was Fitch's lone named "Miss Basketball" in South was named conference coach of
the year.
junior college transfer for the year. Dakota.
photo by Mark Mowery
Jordan was also named Ivy
Sivesind is a native of Sioux
Paige played two seasons at
League Coach of the Year in her Sophomore setter Michelle Buck (6) watches teammate junior
middle hitter Kelli Fisher (9) block the ball during the team's
final season at Cornell.
The team began conditioning loss to UD on Sept. 16. The Raiders are 6-8 on the season.
Name
Pos. Ht, _ C l a s s Y e a r s EllalbLe
on Sept. 22 and will begin offically
6-2
So
3
Jeannie Andrews
C
practicing on Oct. 18.
Jr.
Beth Bartram
F
6-0
2
The Raiders will host one ex5-7
Jr.
2
Carrie Bender
G
hibition on Nov 10 when they play
5-4
Jr
2
Demeka Brown
G
an AAU team at 5:00.
Sr.
Tanya Bullhead
G
5-7
1
only three in the top fifty.
They play their season opener By ERIC LOESCHER
6-1
Jr.
2
Emily Curtis
C
Junichi Hayashi shot the best
on the road Nov. 15 against West Staff Writer
5-7
So.
3
Carrie Day
G
three match score for the Raiders
Virginia.
4
Fr.
Chanda Hollingsworth G
5-5
The Wright Slate golf team re- with a 226(76,75,75), placing him
The team plays Louisville in
4
5-6
Fr.
Mandy Jelinek
G
their home opener at the Nutter turned from this past weekend's thirteenth in the tourney.
Sr.
1
Heather Massengale
G
5-7
Hawkeye Intercollegiate not with
Junior Scott Belair and sophoCenter on Nov. 26 at 7:00.
:
Jr.
2
LaTondria Paige
G
5-5
The team selected seniors point cheers of iy, but more likely cries more Jim Henderson both placed
Fr.
1
Reggen Stewart
F
5-9
twenty-seventh with 232 scores.
guard Tanya Bullhead, center for help.
1
LaTonia Stiner
6-0
Sr.
F
With a tenth place team finish
The golf team heads out to the
LaTonia Stiner and junior forward
5-11 So.
3
Jess Van Der Geest
F
Beth Bartram as team captains for out of twelve, WSU only placed Northern Intercollegiate next
4
Amber Williams
5-8
Fr.
G
one
player
in
the
top
twenty
and
weekend.
the upcoming season.

VOLLEY-^/
BALL
f
*<

Loyola*
3:00

Bowling
Green
7:00

10

Fitch completes staff and roster

Women's Basketball Roster

Golf team update

r

Get AT&T O n e Rate. FREE.
And don't w o r r y about the time or the distance.
If you live off campus, choose AT&T Long Distance and sign up for AT&T
O n e Rate. Free. You'll also get a free one-year membership t o Student
Advantage" —the largest student discount program ever.
• AT&T One Rate: only ISc a minute on calls from h o m e - t o anybody,
anytime, anywhere in the U.S.
• Student Advantage: use your card t o get special offers and up t o 50% off
every day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national
sponsors—like Kinko's* Tower Records* and Amtrakf

Live off campus? Get AT&T O n e Rate
and a Student Advantage membership. FREE.

Call

1-800-878-3872
It's

! AcMnugf

vjlOfe* AT&T Rmrffntol LOnj 0aunce

all

within

your

reach

AT&T

THC BUNUMAH
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Gridiron Cross country teams host meet
thoughts Men's team places first; women place seventh
Commentary By
DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer
It is still early in
the collcgc footfcall
season, but there are
some interesting
trends developing.
Probably the biggest surprise of
the season so far is the lackluster ;
play of Notre Dame.
1 did not believe the Irish would
win the national title, but their play
so far has been abysmal.
When Head Coach Bob Davie
named former Purdue Head Coach
Jim Colleto as offensive coordinator, I knew the golden domcrs were
in trouble.
Ohio State did not start winning
big until Collctto, then the Buckeyes
offensive coordinator, look the head
coaching job at Purdue.
The following statement is a no
brainer, Colleto will not be back next
season.
Now on to Ohio Slate.
The Buckeyes are not as good
as they have been in the past several years.
The talent drain has hit Columbus.
The young offensive line and
inexpencnced defense will take their
lumps in the Big Ten.
The schedule is not kind to the
Buckeyes. Their season will be determined on the road against Penn
",tate, Michigan State and Michigan.
Speaking of Michigan State, the
Spartans might have the best offensive and defensive lines in the Big
Ten.
How the mighty have fallen.
I could not believe Miami of
Florida lost to Pittsburgh last Thursday night.
Coach Butch Davis is down to
68 scholarship players on his roster.
This is due to NCAA probation
placed on the Hurricanes.
Davis better have a great recruiting year this season or Miami will
fall to also-ran status.
Is there any doubt that Nebraska
and Florida are the two best teams
in the country?
Nebraska manhandled a good
Washington team and Florida defeated Tennessee on Saturday.
Nebraska has the easier road to
the national title game because the
Big Twelve is really down this year.
Florida still has to face cross
staterivalFlorida State and make a
trip to LSU.
Penn State could finish undefeated and still finish second in the
final polls.
Remember 1995?

BY DAVE BIDDLE
Staff Writer

The Wright State men's and
women's cross country teams were
both in action Sept. 19 as hosted
their only home invitational of the
season, the Wright State Invitational in Kettering.
The men's team overwhelmed
the field of seven and won the invitational with an impressive 34

"With the field we had, we expoint margin over their closest
pected to win." he added.
competitor, Illinios-Chicago.
The women finished seventh
WSU senior Todd Kochn
played the role of pacesetter for the out of nine teams in the invitainvitational, as he coasted to the tional.
The Raider's top runner was sefinish line with a time of 26:29.
The Raiders, led by Head nior Kathy Rapson who finished
Coach Mike Bautner. placed five with a time of 20:50, placing 15th
runners in the top ten of afieldthat in the 73 person field.
The Wright State cross counincluded 59 runners.
"We were very confident enter- try teams will next compete in the
ing the invitational," said Baumer. Indiana Invitational on Sept. 27.

THE W R I G H T CHOICE

C a t c h S p o r t s on W W S U

Mondays
and
Fridays
5:00

FACTORY WORK
WSU Students get $3.00
All day tanning per session.
95 E. Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd
For more info call: 8 7 9 - 7 3 0 3

Now accepting applications. Great
opportunities in all levels of employment. Full
or part time positions. Flexible with school
schedule. Apply in person at Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn.
convenient access from Rt. 235 and 1-675.
SMOKE AND DRUG FREE ENVIRONMENT

Show Bar

D a n c e Club

Dayton, Ohio

8 5 0 N. M a i n S t
LIVE IN CONCERT!

ekoostik hookah
• T h u r s d a y , S e p t e m b e r 25

*9:30p.m.

-Call For Tickets!

COLLEGE NIGHTC H E A P

NO COVER W I T H

"The Dance Club For ALL College Students!"

HAMLET ( 7 0 M M )
-
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-srf41$
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ID

D R A F T BEER

I

461-CLUB
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NOW IK REPERTORY
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PAGE MANOR CINEMAS
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OF LOST CHILDREN
HEN IN BLACK
A SINGLE GIRL
THIS WORLD, THEN THE FIREWORKS
D I A L 1 S 8 - 1 8 0 0 FOR FREE CALENDAR

Unleash big savings. AT&T presents the
largest student discount program ever. FREE.
Choose AT&T. And we'll give you a free one-year Student Advantage*
membership. Use your card t o get special offers and up t o 50% off every
day at thousands of your favorite neighborhood places and national sponsors
like these:

Mobil
kinko's

PuwVisioii #mc
Choose AT&T.
Get a Student Advantage membership. FREE

Ca

800-878-3872

It's

all

within

your

reach

m AT&T
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CLASSIFIEDS
Private Medical Practice Low
Fees- Prompt Appointments
WOMEN'S MF.D+ CENTER
293-3917
Internet: www.RynpaRes.com/
niedplus

#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER
Raise all the money your group
needs by sponsoring a VISA
FUNDRAISER on your campus.
No investment & very little time
needed. There's no obligation,
so why not call lor information <
today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x95.
SPRING BREAK '9H- Sell Trips
Earn Cash & Go Free!!! Student
Travel Services Is now hiring
campus reps/group organizers.
Lowest rates to Jamaica. Mexico
& Honda. Call 1-800-648-4849.
CHILD CARE NEEDED!
Immediate child care needed for
10 year olf girl, after
school until dinner- 2 days/week.
Must be dependable and
have own transportation to run
errands. $7 per hour.
References needed. Contact Dr.
G. Richard Smith at 2997491(home) or 434-3916(work).
EARN $500 OR MORE
WEEKLY stuffing envelopes at
home. Send long SASE to:

Country Living Shoppers, Dept.
T36,251 N.
Dupont Hwy, Suite 117, Dover,
DK 19901.

S a t u r d a y . S e p t e m b e r 27 f r o m
11:00am - 6:00pm. T h e Golden
Key
National H o n o r Society will hold
a miniature golf t o u r n a m e n t

[or \ \ M sliKh iils al A d v e n t u r e
Golf (4430 N o r t h .Main Street,
Dayton). T r o p h i e s and prizes
will IK- a w a r d e d . Prizes
include a get-away f o r two, cash,

Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 6 Days $279! Includes
Meals, Free Parties, Taxes! Get
a Group-Go Free! Prices
Increase Soon - Save $50!
springbreaktravel.com 1-800-

Got anv

ideas on how
to make

Spring B r e a k C a n c u n &
J a m a i c a $379! Book E a r l y SAve $50!
Get a G r o u p - G o Free!
P a n a m a City $129! South Beach
(Bars
Close 5 A M ! ) $129
s p r i n g b r e a k t r a v e l . c o m 1-800678-6386

condoms
really o

cool •

GENERAL

You can win $10,000
in the Third Annual
LifeStyies Condoms
Video Contest!

1st A N N U A L
ADVENTURE GOLF/RONAI.D
MCDONALD HOUSECLASSI

Al you hove lo do K shoot o 20-second
video and show us how you'd put condoms
on the top of everyone's shopping list.
Take your best shol—make il funny.
serious, 01 simply outrageous. Jusl moke
il unforgettable—ond you could « t the
LifeStyies giand prize of SI 0,000.

The nation's leader in college marketing
is seeking an energetic, entrepreneurial
student for the position ot campus rep.
No sales involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards tor companies such as
American Express and Microsoft.
Great part-time job earnings Choose
your own hours; 4-8 hours per week
required. Call:
Campus Rep Program
American Passage Media, Inc
100 West Harrison St. Suite S-150
Seattle. WA 98119

So, get ready to start your engines!
la enter ou fflffcontesl.
check out *e UfeStyles Web site at

www.frfestyles.com

Internship on CamfMlsj

Immediate positions
available.
No experience
necessary.
•Flexible hours.
•Tuition assistance.
•Latest technology
(Autopheresis)

Centeon Bio-Services
165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio 45404

C6NTC0N

jK j

HOT

678-6386

One enirepreneuria! person
ur campqs to sell computed
anti-theft deviccs $200-500
week Benson 800-724«433<
jvww.pt-sccurity.com/compusfep

bonds,
certificaes a n d m u c h , m u c h
more!! C o m e j o i n t h e f u n for a
good cause.

W^.frtrffwinswwewi' MIUUKSMOBrs

Wnw(i> sj,s».rie#nBi|(Stsocr»*

! * * « ) « si

•*JM-W".'"j?
MwrII Ml taw**«*««'•»*
immimim* MtS
Mfe.ws.ta** «W#*»
r«»iw«iK« «»*»(««. i
mom M M I *

LifeStyies uate
CONDOMS

—

guAitSi Ofi'i A CtrtACt SpCrt!

THE SATURDAY SHUTTLE
HAMILTON HAI.L
WOODS/OAK HALL
VILLAGE APT. 203(1
WOODS/PINE HALL
FOREST LANE/SYCAMORE
FOREST LANE/ZINK ROAD
COLLEGE PARK
MEIJER
OFFICE DEPOT
MALL AT FAIRFIELD COMMONS
(FOOD COURT ENTRANCE)

9:30
9:35
9:40
9:45
9:50
9:55
10:00
10:05
10:15
10:35

10:45
10:50
10:55
11:00
11:05
11:10
11:15
11:20
11:30
11:50

12:00
12:05
12:10
12:15
12:20
12:25
12:30
12:35
12:45
1:05

6:15
7:30
*9:00
6:20
7:35
*9:05
6:25
7:40
*9:10
6:30
7:45
*9:15
6:35
7:50
*9:20
6:40
7 55
*9:25
6:45
8:00
*9:30
6:50
8:05
7:00
8:15
7:20
8:35
•DROP OFF ONLY

Cost is $ 1.00 one way. Exact fare is required.
Shuttle is wheelchair accessible.
For more shuttle information, call the Parking and Transportation Department's
Help Line. (775-5692) Help Line Hours are:
8 am - 10 pm Monday thru Friday
10 am - 10 pm Saturday and Sunday

HH C3 5H BH M HB BB

!
!
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off the m a r k

PICTURE
YOURSELF IN

GREEK
ISLANDS
DELI

W e are looking for
students who will graduate in
1998 for international jobs in
education, environment,
agriculture, business, health,
French and youth developm e n t Call today to discuss
your qualifications.

hxpenenct
the Tastt
of the
Greek
Isles"

2(A2 Col. GICMH Hwtf
FAlrbom. OHlo

429-259S

ACROSS FROM WSU!
CHEESE STEAK ON A PITA
SMALL REGULAR FRY
LARGE FOUNTAIN DRINK

(800)424-8580
www.peacecorps.gov

Need Bucks for
...donate PI

off t h e m a r k

by Mark Pan

ps£ GKCAECSO mi "foo&y T&

AWW -CAC ZPSS Of K ULOV£b PR.

Offer E x p i r e s 9/30/97

PETst****
~S5.ooom"

Any full service grooming.
New H o u r s

I

off the mark

by Martt Parisi

COOL feuR.3?TS, ROH^O... PUT

ON soAfptw&rfioj fiRsi:

j

Beavercreek<i location only.
;: -1.1 /I /97
.* ~

Monday-Thursday
6:00AM-8:30PM

6:</OAM-8:OOPM

of equal <

Saturday-Sunday
B:00AM-5:00PM

-

•NEW Donors and 6 month Absence Donors
$30 1st visit $50 2nd visit $25 3rd visit
•30 Day inactive Donors
Earn up to $50 your 1st two donations back.
•Bring in a new donor
Earn $5.00 for each new person you bring in.
(person must donate)

Centeon Bio-Services
165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio 45404
Ph. 224-1973

* L i m i t $5.00.

Ideation only.
Expires: ,1/1/97

r"—'"loomI
I

Any 40lb. bag of Authority u o g Food
o r 2 0 l b . A u t h o r i t y Cat F o o d .

J

Beavercreek location only.
Expires: 11/1/97

off the mark

"!
|
|

J

(Please present coupon at time of purchase.)
2500 North Fairfield Road #C
Beavercreek Ohio, 45434

CENTEON"
Bio-Services. Inc.

Earn $205
the first month!

by Mart; Pansi

CiROMsiwas,
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"Where Pets Are Family!'

V?

ontnemarK
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OVER ONE MILLION OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA HAVE ALREADY CHOSEN
THE BEST RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.

W

hen it comes to planning a comfortable future, over 1.8
million of America's best and brightest count on TIAA-

w a y s to help y o u create a comfortable and secure tomorrow.
From the guarantees of TIAA's top-rated Traditional A n n u i t y * *

C R E F . With $190 billion in assets, w e ' r e the world's largest

to the additional g r o w t h o p p o r t u n i t i e s of o u r variable invest-

retirement company, the nation's leader in customer satisfaction.

ment accounts, you'll find the flexibility and diversity y o u need

a n d the o v e r w h e l m i n g choice of people in education, research

to help y o u meet y o u r long-term goals. And they're all backed

and related fields?
T h e reason? For nearly 80years, T I A A - C R E F has introduced

by some of the most k n o w l e d g e a b l e investment m a p a g e r s in

intelligent solutions to America's long-term planning needs. We

t h e industry.
To learn more a b o u t t h e world's p r e m i e r r e t i r e m e n t organi-

pioneered p o r t a b l e benefits. W e invented t h e v a r i a b l e a n n u i t y

zation. speak to one of our expert consultants at 1 800 842-2776

a n d helped popularize t h e very concept of stock investing for

(8 a.m.-l 1 p.m. ET). O r better still, speak to one of y o u r colleagues.

retirement planning.
Today, T I A A - C R E F ' s expertise offers an impressive range of

minus think alike.

Find out why, w h e n it comes to planning for tomorrow, great

Visit us o n t h e I n t e r n e t at w w w . t i a a - c r e f . o r g
Ensuring the future
for those w h o shape it."
..th T I A A - C R E F .
* Baaed o n • . u r v e y c o n d u c t e d .n I W b y a n i n d e p e n d e n t o r g a n i . a t . o n i n w h i c h 9 6 * o f r e a p o n d e n t . e . p t e a a e d o v e r a l l aat
• T I A A .. one o f only a handful
o m p a n i e . t h a i c u r r e n t l y h o l d the h i g h e . t m a r k . f r o m t h e n a t i o n ' . leading independent r a t i n g agenoea f o r " l a b i l i t y , aound investment.. cla.ma-paying
i l v . m l o v e r a l l f i n a n c i a l . t r e n g t h A . . ( S u p e r i o r ) . A . M . Beat C o . : A A A . D u f f » Phelpa: Aaa. M o o d y ' . Inveatora S e r v i c e ; A A A , S t a n d a r d a n d P o o r . T I A A . g u a r a n t e e , are bached
h v i t i c l a i m , paving ability I W r a t i n g , o f T I A A a . an m . u r a n c e company d o not apply t o C R K F C R E F certificate, are d . t n b u t e d b y T I A A - C R E F ^Individual and I n a m u h o n a l S e m c « . Inc.
ete i n f o r m a t i o n , i n c l u d i n g vhargea a n d eapenaea, call I SOOM7-17iS,
e w e m i o n 5 S 0 t , f o r a p r o . p e c t u . Read the p r o i p e c t u a c a r e l u l l y before y o u i n v i - . l o r K m l money

ROUTE #1
LOT 20 MILLETT
7:00 AM7:05 AM
7:15
7:10
7:25
7:20
7:30
7:35
7:40
7:45
7:50
7:55
8:05
8:00
8:10
8:15
8:20
8:25
8:35
8:30
8:40
8:45
8:50
8:55
9:00
9:05
9:10
9:15
9:25
9:20
9:30
9:35
9:40
9:45
9:55
9:50
10:00 10:05
10:10 1 0 1 5
10:20 10:25
10:30 10:35
10:40 10:45
10:50 10:55

LQT20
1 00
1 10
1 20
1 30
1 40
1 50
1 00
1 10
1 20
1 30
1 40
1 50
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2
2 0
2 0

ROUTE#?
MULLET
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:35
11:45
11:55
12:05PM
12:15
12:25
12:35
12:45
12:55
1:05
1:15
1:25
1:35
1:45
1:55
2:05
2:15
2:25
2:35
2:45
2:55

VII Campus Shuttles End At 6PM Fridays

RIDE THE
CAMPUS
SHUTTLE!

LOT 20 NUTTER STU. U. MILLETT
LOT 20 NUTTER $TU, U, MLLkEO
7:40
7:25
7:30
7:35
6:50
6:55
7:00
7:55
7:45
7:50
8:00
7:10
7:15
7:20
8:15
8:20
8:05
8:10
7:30
7:35
7:40
8:35
8:40
8:25
8:30
7:50
7:55
8:00
9:00
8:45
8:50
8:55
8:10
8:15
8:20
9:10
9:15
9:05
9:20
8:30
8:35
8:40
9:35
9:40
9:25
9:30
8:50
8:55
9:00
9:45
9:50
9:55
10:00
9:10
9:15
9:20
10:15
10:20
9:30
9:35
9:40
10:05 10:10
9:50
9:55
10:00
05 10:10
10:15 10:20
ROUTE #3 RESIDENT LOOP
25 10:30
10:35 10:40
45 10:50
10:55 11:00
*' 'JTTER SIUQg MT FORESTCOLLEGEVIllAGEWQODS MULETTIPT 20
05 11:10
11:15 11:20
LANE
PARK
CEMIEBUNIQN
25 11:30
11:35 11:40
7:50
7:15
7:20
7:30
7:35
45 11:50
11:55 12:00
7:45
7:50
8:05
7:30
7:35
05 12:10
12:15 12:20
8:30
8:35
8:50
8:10
8:15
8:20
8:05
25 12:30
12:35 12:40
8:45
9:05
8:30
8:35
8:50
8:20
8:25
45 12:50
12:55 1:00
9:20
9:30
9:35
9:50
9:10
9:15
9:05
1:10
1:15
1:20
9:45
10:05
9:30
9:35
9:50
9:20
9:25
1:30
1:35
1:40
10:20
10:30
10:35 10:50
10:10
10:15
10:05
1:50
1:55
2:00
10:35
10:45
10:50 11:05
10:25
10:30
10:20
2:10
2:15
2:20
11:15
11:20
11:30
11:35 11:50
11:05
11:10
2:30
2:35
2:40
11:30
11:35
11:45
11:50 12:05
11:25
11:20
2:50
2:55
3:00
12:35 12:50
12:10
12:15
12:20
12:30
12:05
3:10
3:15
3:20
12:45
12:50 '1:05
12:25
12:30
12:35
12:20
3:30
3:35
3:40
1:30
1:35
1:50
1:10
1:15
1:20
1:05
3:50
3:55
4:00
1:30
1:35
1:45
1:50
2:05
1:20
1:25
4:10
4:15
4:20
2:10
2:15
2:20
2:30
2:35
2:50
2:05
4:30
4:35
4:40
3:05
2:25
2:30
2:35
2:45
2:50
2:20
4:50
4:55
5:00
3:30
3:35
3:50
3:55
3:10
3:15
3:20
3:05
5:10
5:15
5:20
4:05
3:45
3:50
'
3:25
3:30
3:35
3:20
5:30
5:35
5:40
4:35
4:50
4:55
4:10
4:15
4:20
4:30
4:05
5:50
5:55 . 6:00
5:15
5:30
5:35
5:50
5:55
5:10
5:20
5:05
6:10
6:15
6:20
6:35
6:50
6:55
6:10
6:15
6:20
6:30
6:05
6:30
6:35
6:40
7:35
7:30
7:50
7:55
7: .0
7:15
7:20
7:05
6:50
6:55
7:00
8:35
8:15
8:20
8:30
8:50
8:55
8:05
8:10
7:10
7:15
7:20

/
/

/
/

9:05

9:10

/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

9:15

9:20

9:30

9:35

9:50

. 9:55

I

